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pleasure in motion

the complete collection
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introducing the game-changing line of 

the year – lux active™. the reimagined          

gender-neutral brand stands for power and 

control for everybody with a remote-control option 

for many products featured in the line. lux active™’s 

powerful collection consists of cock rings, anal plugs and 

vibrating toys designed to throb, rotate and rock you to the 

next level of pleasure. made with body-safe materials and superior 

motors, lux active provides active pleasure for both couples and 

individuals. in the pages to come, you’ll find that every 

little detail is met to redefine your game. 

stay active, lux active™!
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equip
7pc silicone anal training kit

lux active™’s equip is the one-stop shop for all your anal 

endeavors. this luxury set includes beginner-friendly 

products and materials designed to improve anal play, 

so you won’t have to think twice. 

douche featuring backflow prevention
silicone | waterproof | seamless design | easy to clean | athletic travel tote included  

bonus 
PowerBullet®

included

large athletic 
travel bag 
included

128mm
5in

115mm
4.5in

102mm
4in

backflow 
prevention 

feature

lubricant 
injector

lubricant not 
included

silicone anal douche 3 seamless silicone anal plugs

item #: 36899 
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prioritize yourself and pilot your solo play in a whole new way. lux active™’s 

first class rotating masturbator cup is dynamic in form and function – 

equipped with 3 speeds, as well as clockwise and counter-clockwise 

rotations. ignite your pleasure with luxurious design and top-notch power.

first class
rotating masturbator cup

run time: up to 60 minutes
charging time: approx. 2hr

107mm
4in

208mm
8in

circumference: 
70mm/ 2.75in

patterns

power

speed

item #: 46100
first class
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volume
rechargeable penis pump

maximize, enhance, and increase with lux active™’s volume. sit back 

and relax while the pump does all work for you with its automatic 

option or choose to take control of the pressure for yourself. afterall, 

you’re in charge, and you deserve it.

powerful suction | 2 modes: automatic & manual | rechargeable | LED screen
designed for penis sizes up to 7" when erect   

310mm
12in

LED
screen

pump
controls

USB
charging

port

measurements 
in inches/cm to 

track progress 

super 
  suction!

removeable
silicone

sleeve

210mm
8.3in

80mm
3.15in

run time: up to 4hr
charging time: 

approx. 3hr

item #: 46000 
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tether
adjustable silicone cock tie 

introducing tether – lux active™’s fully adjustable cock tie that 

allows the user to take full control of their desires. the silicone 

ties loop around the penis and balls, while the slider secures 

everything in place for a perfect, customizable fit.   

adjustable | silicone | versatile | easy to use
  

item #: 47011 

120mm
4.7in

silicone

adjustable
to your
comfort

option 1: 
tether around 
cock and balls

option 2: 
tether around 
shaft
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tug
versatile silicone cock ring

take full control with tug – lux active™’s versatile cock ring that can 

be worn in multiple ways to help you achieve different outcomes. the 

stretchy yet durable silicone rings join together by a connector that 

aids in maximizing, minimizing, and everything in-between. 

1 ring. 3 ways.

option 1 - bumper
pull both rings around 

the shaft to minimize the 
length of the penis.

option 2 - ball-tugger
pull the top ring over the shaft and 

balls, then pull the bottom ring 
around your balls, pulling them down, 

tugging, and stretching.

option 3 - dual
pull the bottom ring over the 

shaft and balls, then pull the top 
ring over the shaft to maximize 

erection and girth.

silicone | stretchy | versatile | waterproof 

item #: 46725 

50mm
2in

50mm
2in

stretchy yet 
durable 

versatile

waterproof

100% 
premium 

silicone
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lux active™’s LX1 provides an unparalleled training experience 

for increased pleasure with premium, body-safe silicone with a 

tapered tip for easy insertion.  

LX1
5.75" | silicone anal trainer

silicone | waterproof| easy insertion| tapered shape
bonus PowerBullet® included 

 

item #: 387925 

146mm
5.75in

76mm
3in

perfectly sized for 
easy insertion

100% premium 
silicone 

tapered shape for 
maximum pleasure

perineum
stimulation

safety handle 
for easy grip 
and retrieval 

bonus 
PowerBullet® 

included

circumference: 
95mm/ 3.7in

insertable length: 
101mm/ 4in
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LX3
4.3” | vibrating anal trainer

a product that was specifically designed for perineum stimulation, the LX3 is 

anatomically sculpted for your body’s needs, with strategically placed curves and 

bends to enhance anal pleasure. take things one step further with the option of 

independently or remote-controlled vibrations to send you over the edge.  

item #: 388125

110mm
4.3in

76mm
3in

perfectly sized for 
easy insertion

tapered shape for 
maximum pleasure

perineum
stimulation

7 functions

100% premium 
silicone 

circumference: 
90mm/ 3.5in

insertable 
length: 
80mm/ 3in

7 functions | rechargeable
premium silicone | waterproof | wireless remote

USB
rechargeable

athletic travel 
bag included

run time: up to 70 minutes
charge time: 1.5 hours

remote control 
included

now your partner 
can take control!
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revolve
4.5" | rotating & vibrating anal massager 

in a world where pleasure knows no boundaries, lux active™’s 

revolve is here to reimagine playtime. the advanced anal plug 

combines vigorous rotations and deep vibrations that can be used 

independently or at the same time for a revolutionary experience.   

3 speeds of rotation | 7 functions of vibrations 
 rechargeable | premium silicone | waterproof | wireless remote 

3 speed 
rotating 

head

100% 
premium 

silicone 

tapered 
shape for 

maximum 
pleasure

7 vibrating 
functions

perineum
stimulation

USB
rechargeable

circumference: 
95mm / 3.7in

run time: up to 2 hours
charge time: 2 hours

athletic travel 
bag included

item #: 36825 

remote control 
included

now your partner 
can take control!
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throb
4.5" | anal pulsating massager

experience throb – lux active™’s innovative and ground-breaking anal 

plug that performs a repetitive pulsing action like none other.

a powerbullet® motor powers the unique throbbing movement that 

can be controlled with a remote or independently; the choice is yours.  

7 functions | rechargeable
premium silicone | waterproof | wireless remote 

perfectly sized for 
easy insertion

incredible 
throbbing motion

100% premium 
silicone

7 functions

tapered shape for 
maximum pleasure

magnetic 
charging 

86mm
3.4in

115mm
4.5in

82mm
3.24in

run time: up to 40 minutes
charge time: 2 hours

athletic travel 
bag included

scan me

item #: 36925 

item #: 5369
throb display

with tester

remote control 
included

now your partner 
can take control!
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circuit
3" | vibrating ring 

in a world where pleasure knows no boundaries, lux active™’s revolve is here 

to reimagine playtime. the advanced anal plug combines vigorous rotations 

and deep vibrations that can be used independently or at the same time 

for a revolutionary experience.   

remote control 
included

now your partner 
can take control!

athletic travel 
bag included  

item #: 5468
circuit display
with tester 

7 functions | easy to use | rechargeable
premium silicone | waterproof | wireless remote 

59mm
2.3n

opening: 33mm/ 1.3in

100% 
premium 
silicone

clitoral 
stimulator

7 vibrating 
functions

USB
rechargeable

run time: up to 50 minutes
charge time: 1.5 hours 

item #: 46825

74mm
3in
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triad
4.5" | vibrating dual ring

lux active™’s triad is the go-to product for couple’s pleasure. 

this triple threat offers thrillingly functional features, including a 

dual ring for the balls and penis, as well as a power-filled bullet 

ready to redefine the means of clitoral stimulation.  

remote control 
included

now your partner 
can take control!

athletic travel 
bag included  

item #: 5469
triad display

with tester 

7 functions | versatile | rechargeable
premium silicone | waterproof | wireless remote 

115mm
4.5in

25mm
1in

78mm
3in

bullet circumference: 
80mm/ 3in

100% 
premium 

silicone

magnetic 
charging

7 vibrating 
functions

velvety 
smooth 

finish 

seamless 
design 

run time: up to 90 minutes
charge time: 2 hours 

item #: 46925

our most powerful ring ever!
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experience lux active™’s rose, a metal anal plug that will 

have you blooming with pleasure from its tapered shape 

to its easily insertable body. 

rose
3"/ 3.5" | anal plug

seamless | waterproof| classic shape| body-safe
bonus PowerBullet® included 

89mm
3.5in

69mm
2.7in

57mm
2.25in

76mm
3in

circumference: 
108mm/ 4.25in

circumference: 
89mm/ 3.5in

item #: 38215
purple rose 

item #: 38211
black rose 

bonus 
PowerBullet® 

included

aluminum 
alloy plug
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experience lux active™’s rose silicone plug – made with a 

seamless design in functionality and beauty. from its perfect 

size to its tapered shape, novice and seasoned users alike can 

enjoy pleasure in full bloom.  

silicone | waterproof| easy insertion| tapered shape| seamless
bonus PowerBullet® included 

 

item #: 37212
109mm

4.3in

circumference
94mm/ 3.7in

perfectly sized for 
easy insertion

100% premium 
silicone 

tapered shape for 
maximum pleasure

bonus 
PowerBullet® 
included

insertable length: 
75mm/ 3in

red rose
silicone anal plug
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Head Offce:
80 Bramwin Court

Brampton, ON. Canada
L6T 5G2

Phone: (905) 793-6400
Fax: (905) 793-6410

Toll Free: 1-800-563-3664
E-mail: sales@bmsfactory.com

www.bmsfactory.com




